The perceptual consequences of cochlear synaptopathy are presently not well understood as a direct 5 quantification of synaptopathy is not possible in humans. To study its role for human hearing, recent studies 6 have instead correlated changes in basic supra-threshold psychoacoustic tasks with individual differences in 7 subcortical EEG responses, as a proxy measure for synaptopathy. It is not clear whether the reported 8 missing relationships between the psychoacoustic quantities and the EEG are due to the adopted methods, 9 or to a minor role of synaptopathy for sound perception. We address this topic by studying the theoretical 10 relationship between subcortical EEG and psychoacoustic methods for different sensorineural hearing deficits. 11 1 Introduction 12
distributed random silence jitter (>90 and <110ms). Stimuli were 100% modulated 120-Hz AM signals. For 48 the TiN experiment, EFRs were recorded to a 4-kHz centered one-octave white noise carrier of 75 dB, whereas 49 the carrier was a 70-dB 4-kHz pure-tone for EFRs in the AM experiment. Recordings were averaged, base-line 50 corrected and filtered between 60 and 650 Hz before epoching and bootstrapping was performed to calculate 51 the individual noise floors and confidence intervals [9] . The FFT was calculated from the averaged -0.01 to 0.6s 52 window re trigger onset and EFR amplitudes were calculated by adding up spectral EFR peaks (re to the noise 53 floor) at the modulation frequency and all available harmonics (in µV). The AM frequency in the psychoacoustic 54 and EFR experiment were not identical but both greater than 80 Hz, consistent with brainstem generators of 55 AM encoding [10] .
56
A computational model of the human auditory periphery was adopted [8] to simulate a 70-dB, 4-kHz tone and 57 120-Hz AM tones of different modulation depths. Additionally, 20 different one-octave wide noise iterations 58 with or without an embedded 4-kHz, 70-dB tone were averaged and simulated for a range of SNRs. Population shows an example IC population response to the 4-kHz pure tone and a 120-Hz AM tone. The psychoacoustic 62 detection cue was derived from the difference signal between the IC population response to the pure-tone and 63
AM tone. Figure 1B show that synaptopathy has a greater influence on shifting the NH curve downward than a high-frequency 78 sloping cochlear gain loss. In fact, the AM detection cue is somewhat stronger in the HI models for the same 79 AM detection threshold for 70 dB AM (100/120Hz) tone. The two crossed symbols were excluded from the regression analysis as the EFR amplitudes (shown) were much less strong than those derived for the -4 or -8 dB conditions (not shown), pointing to a problem with the EFR recordings. B: SNR at tone-detection threshold for a 65/70-dB, 4-kHz pure tone in white noise.
HI EFRs showed overall greater reductions than predicted, suggesting that synaptopathy differences may only 106 partly explain the individual spread in the human data. To test whether psychoacoustic metrics can be used as 107 a replacement for EFRs in the diagnosis of synaptopathy, we studied their relationship. While AM detection 108 and EFRs both rely on a robust coding of temporal envelope information, the sensitivity to small modulation 109 depths (the psychoacoustic task) may not be a predictor of the EFR amplitude to 100% modulated stimuli. 110
Regression fits between individual EFR and psychoacoustic metrics (irrespective of their NH or HI status) are 111 depicted in Fig. 4 . The best simulated NH psychoacoustic threshold was matched to that of the best performing 112 NH listener, while simulated EFR amplitudes were not scaled in the analysis. Simulated detection cues and 113 EFR amplitudes related well (R 2 >0.9) and the fit was somewhat better for the AM detection task due to 114 stimulus similarity. In the model, the regression is generally predictive of the degree of synaptopathy (not 115 cochlear gain loss). The experimental results show a larger spread around the regression line (R 2 of 0.3 and 116 0.4) than predicted by the model, but nevertheless show a significant relationship. The regression for the AM 117 experiment extend the reported NH correlation between the EFR and AM detection [1] to HI listeners. The 118 experimental relationship between tone-in-noise detection SNR at threshold and the EFR amplitude has not 119 been reported earlier, but its existence is supported by the model simulations. Both supra-threshold psychoacoustic tasks were strongly affected by synaptopathy and only mildly by cochlear 122 gain loss for the considered stimulus configurations, suggesting that these tasks may differentially diagnose 123 synaptopathy in NH and HI listeners. Even though simulations are inherently limited by the quality of the 124 model (which does not account for plasticity or cognitive factors), we propose that the effect of synaptopathy on 125 supra-threshold psychoacoustsics is much greater than so far assumed. Signal detection theory predicts a 1.5-dB 126 or 5-dB shift in the TiN detection threshold for a respective loss of 50% and 90% of the available AN fibers 127
[2], whereas we observed that a 70% fiber loss (i.e., LS50%HS) in a functional model of the human auditory 128 periphery causes a threshold shift of 4 dB. For AM detection, a 70% or 85% (i.e., LS75%HS) fiber loss predicted 129 a respective 8 and 15-dB threshold shift, which matched the individual variability in the combined NH and HI 130 reference data well. Controversially, we propose that the reason why the HI listeners performed worse than the 131 NH listeners, was due to their synaptopathy and AN fiber loss and not because of their coexisting outer haircell 132 loss deficits. This latter aspect can be confirmed experimentally, as age-related synaptopathy was shown to 133 occur before outer haircell loss [16] . If our predictions are correct, ageing listeners with normal audiometric 134 thresholds suffering from synaptopathy should show EFRs, TiN and AM detection thresholds in range with 135 those of HI participants.
